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25 January                                                                     by Jennifer McCully

The third programme on the theme of colour, looking at the use of colour as a warning, more
colour �sayings� and a more scientiÞ c look at how rainbows are formed.

Story

A long, long time ago Ireland wasn�t green at all � it was a sort of mucky brown colour.  At that time there 
lived two giants.  One lived away up in the very north of Country Antrim and he was called Theophilus 
Thunder Punch.  The other one lived in the very south of County Armagh and he was called Haratio 
Hammer Whack.  And they both hated each other.  Every day they would roar horrible things at each other 
and their voices could be heard the length and breadth of Ireland�.

Song

  See the Colours
  (to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star)

  See the colours way up high
  Rainbows painted in the sky.
  Sky so blue and golden sun,
  Fleecy white clouds dance and run.
  See the colours way up high
  Rainbows painted in the sky.

 See the colours down below
 Look how green the grass does grow.
 Flowers so bright they seem to sing,
 Butterß ies with painted wing.
 See the colours down below,
 Look how green the green does grow.

    By Jennifer McCully

After the programme

words for discussion:- prism; emerald; 

In addition to any of the suggestions in the notes for the last two programmes: The Rainbow Fairies and Sing 
a Rainbow:.

-   Colour in some trafÞ c lights and write what they mean under them.
-   Discuss the other warning lights (police, Þ re engines, ambulance, lighthouses etc.)
-   Discuss the concept of �red� as a danger sign.
-   Discuss the remark that red is a �hot� colour and blue �cold�.  (Relate to the markings on 
    taps).
-  Ask the children to draw a plateful of their favourite food and choose unusual colour for it � providing   
   they would be prepared to eat it that colour!
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Create a rainbow as described on the programme:

You need: A clear plastic ball-point pen, a sheet of white paper.

Method: Hold the pen over the paper, let the sun shine on it, move the pen slightly
  so it catches the light.

Result: A rainbow on the page.

Now mix the colour of the rainbow back to white again

You need: A circle of white cardboard divided into seven equal sections.
  A pencil or spinning implement.

Method: Colour each section one colour of the rainbow (in the right order).
  Put the pencil through the middle of the card and spin it quickly.

Result: The �rainbow� colours will revert to a sort of white.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and
    songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama, and other 
    expressive activities.

Writing:   Experiment with words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about    
   the ways in which language is written down, identifying     
   phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written

    language.

Science

Living Things:  
Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: observe seasonal 
    changes and talk about how these affect themselves.

Animals and Plants:  Discuss the use of colour in the natural environment 
    (e.g. animal camouß age)

Carrying out and making:  Make observations using their senses making observations
    noting similarities and differences.

Materials:

Properties:   Explore the properties of materials including shape, colour,    
   texture and behaviour.
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Physical Processes:

Light:    Explore the use of light including colour in relation to road 
    safety.

Design

Materials, Tools
and Processes:  Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint; 
    develop an awareness of colour e.g. by being able to recognise   

   colours and how they might be mixed.

Maths

Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: sort everyday objects and
    talk about the reasons for sorting; collect data and record it.

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 3

DRAMA
act out the story of Horatio
Hammer Whack and Theophilus
Thunder Punch

ENGLISH
more colour 'sayings'

ART & DESIGN
make (and unmake) a
rainbow
(see suggestions)

SCIENCE
making rainbows
light
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